Taking Out the Trash
BY JUAN GONZALEZ
he men filter out through the gates of the illegally and won't complain. Then the company often covers up
plant along grimy Varick Avenue in the the serious injuries that result from its lax safety standards.
"We did inherit a number of potential hazards when we purWilliamsburg section of Brooklyn as a constant line of trucks hurtles past them on their chased these plants," says Waste Management spokeswoman
way to deposit yet more garbage inside.
Susan Clark. But she insists that the company has spent milSince early 1996, the sprawling plant—a combination lions to upgrade safety conditions since the three deaths last
transfer station and recycling facility—has been operated by year, and she discounts any stories of worker abuse. OSHA
Waste Management Inc., a subsidiary of Illinois-based WMX records suggest otherwise. The company has piled up more
Technologies Inc., the world's largest trash hauler.
than $39,000 in new fines in New York in the last six months.
One evening in late October, Luis Rodriguez, a welder at
OSHA has also fined Waste Management subsidiaries in
another of Waste Management's numerous sites in New York California nearly $800,000 since January 1996 for scores of
City, stands outside the plant and greets the men from the serious safety violations at several of its facilities.
early shift as they leave work.
This would be an appalling safety record for even a Third
"We're dying in this place," says Rodriguez, showing me a World sweatshop, but WMX Technologies is a publicly traded
scarred right hand that was burned during
_______________ _______________ company with revenues of $10 billion in
1994.
an on-the-job accident a year ago. A forThe number of
Waste Management gained a foothold in
mer oil pipeline worker from Colombia,
Rodriguez has been chosen by his co- dead and maimed the New York City area after a much ballyworkers as their spokesman.
hooed effort by local prosecutors and politiThree of the 400 workers at the Varick Waste Management cians, including Mayor Rudy Giuliani, to
Avenue plant were killed in separate accilower prices and end organized crime's strandents last year. On March 22, 1996, a workers multiplies glehold on the region's waste-hauling busiwheel-loader operator fatally crushed a coIn July, the company won an $80
while the cost of ness.
worker when he accidentally pushed a steel
million city contract to haul all household
'refuse container onto him and pinned him
hauling garbage trash from the Bronx to a landfill in Virginia.
City officials who granted Waste Man••to a wall. On June 12, according to a federdrops.
agement its contract never bothered to
al Occupational Safety and Health Admin________
istration (OSHA) report, a laborer "was "
~~""""~^~1""""" investigate the firm's horrible safety record.
sweeping between the rear of a highway truck and a loading "Rumors," said one official I interviewed in October about the
dock when the truck suddenly backed to the dock and crushed three deaths last year. "This is New York, you would have
the employee." On August 21, according to another report, the heard about that," sanitation department spokesman Lucian
driver of a garbage truck who was waiting in line to unload his Chalfen says.
Waste Management is a darling of the politicians and Wall
cargo at the tipping floor got out of his vehicle and was
"immediately struck and knocked to the ground by a passing Street financiers even though the firm has a rap sheet nearly
container truck" and then run over by a second truck.
as long as the mobsters it replaced. Since 1980, the company
OSHA inspectors found serious safety violations in each has faced repeated federal and local criminal indictments for
incident, fining the company an average of $8,000 per death. price fixing and bribery. Convictions of Waste Management
Since taking over the facility, Waste Management has been subsidiaries and executives have occurred in Georgia, Florida,
slapped with nearly $100,000 in OSHA fines for more than 40 Ohio, Illinois and California. During the same period, the firm
safety violations.'
has paid more than $52 million in fines and settlements of
Varick workers complain that supervisors force assembly- lawsuits arising from its environmental practices, a record that
line sorters, all of whom are South American immigrants mak- Greenpeace has called the worst in the business.
ing minimum wage, to work without proper breathing
On Varick Avenue in Brooklyn, a corporate giant replaces
equipment or safety training. Some foremen, the workers claim, the mob, and the number of dead and maimed workers multifire and even assault those who object to the mistreatment. The plies. The feds slap the giant's wrists while the city rewards it
foremen, they say, know that many of them are in the country with millions—and the price of trash removal drops. •
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Jesse Jackson's
as Clinton's envoy
to Africa is evidence of Ms growing

he Rev. Jesse Jackson finally got a job. On
October 10, he was sworn in as the U.S.
government's special envoy to Africa.
Actually, it's not a real job—the appointment is pro bono. But getting paid has never been Jackson's
top priority. He's always been more interested in status. The
56-year-old Jackson now has one of the most recognizable
faces in the world (other than Michael Jordan, and perhaps
Muhammad Ali, no African-American is better known). His
appointment as President Clinton's point man
for Africa shows that he still wields influence,
although some black activists and Africa
advocates worry that it will do more to burnish Jackson's reputation than to help the troubled continent.
Charges of self-promotion have dogged
Jackson throughout his political career. Those
criticisms reached a fever-pitch in the late
'80s, when the National Rainbow Coalition
fell apart after it became clear that Jackson
had used the organization for his own political aggrandizement. But this time around, Jackson has the support of most
black organizers—even pan-African nationalists who traditionally scorn this country's Africa politics. "Jackson's
appointment is a very important one," says Conrad Worrill,
chairman of the National Black United Front, a confederation
of the country's black nationalist organizations that is usually
at odds with Jackson's civil rights tradition. "He'll have the
rare opportunity to shine a spotlight on the need for closer
connections between Africans and African-Americans. And
that link will become increasingly important as we move into
the 21st century." The fact that many of his longtime critics
are so eager to praise this appointment shews that Jackson's

career has entered a new stage: He is, after three decades of
tireless activism, an iconic figure in American politics.

J

ackson burst onto the political scene in the early '60s as a
civil rights wunderkind. After graduating from North Carolina A&T University, where he had been a student leader in
the sit-in movement and an organizer for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), he moved to Chicago in
1964 to attend Chicago Theological Seminary. Within a year,
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. tapped him
to direct the SCLC's Operation Breadbasket
in Chicago. In 1971, he broke with the SCLC
and created Operation PUSH (People United
to Serve Humanity), which soon emerged as
a leading force in the black struggle for economic empowerment and educational opportunity.
Brash, articulate and mediagenic, Jackson
quickly became popular with journalists
looking for clever soundbites. His audacity
and his Southern Baptist pedigree made him a hit in the black
community as well. 3y the beginning of the '80s, Jackson was
unrivaled as the country's pre-eminent civil rights leader.
In 1984, Jackson violated protocol by vaulting ahead of
established black politicians and running for president. He
received 3.5 million votes during the primaries, and his campaign registered more than a million voters. Really more of a
crusade than a 'jampaign, his presidential run—for a brief historical moment—energized the Democratic left. Jackson parlayed that energy into the formation of the National Rainbow
Coalition, the Washington, D.C., group that served as a platform for his second run for president in 1988. That year, he
won 7 million votes in the Democratic primaries, coming in
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